
1.  Twinkle, twinkle little star:  

A. Music Theory:  

• Symbol:  clef:  the treble clef is used by higher sounding voices or instruments 
such as soprano, alto, flute, violin and trumpet.  

• page 44 - clef and ‘learn more’ button  
• page 43 - how pitch works (say the alphabet [A-G] forwards and backwards)  
• page 45 - mnemonics  (perhaps get them to write their own, on a topic such 

as birds, trees or food, as homework)                                                                     
• page 49 - ledger lines 

• pages 48 & 56 - quiz questions       

• Key:  no key signature: it is in C Major, which means that if we play it on the piano 
we will only use white keys. 

• pages 50 & 60 - (keyboards) for non-keyboard players (practice drawing a 2 
octave keyboard with the letters written on the white keys)  

• pages 57 to 62 - for the more advanced student - the white keys sound the 
‘natural’ letter named pitch of a note rather than the ‘sharp’ or ‘flat’ pitch - look 
at the accidental symbols and the black keys of the piano keyboard.  Relate 
this to the instrument in question and / or sound either played or sung 

• page 63 - quiz questions    
• page 102 - scales interactive for visual and sound   
• pages 88 to 94 - explanation of the Major key structure, using this tune move 

on to…  
• pages 57 & 73 - semitones and tones, then… 
• page 78 - scale, then… 
• page 93 - the order of tones and semitones in a Major scale 
• page 103 - quiz questions 



• Notation:  only two different types of note are used:  - the crotchet / quarter note (1 
count) and the minim / half note (2 counts).  Interesting fact - ‘minim’ is a fun word 
because it is spelled the same both backwards and forwards... ) try saying it a few 
times...    

• page 31 - anatomy of a note  
• page 32 - the note symbols and duration 
• page 34 - chart of how the note lengths relate to each other  
• page 42 - notation quiz 

• Intervals:  this song is very simple and uses simple and comfortable intervals so 
the listener is not challenged - what is an interval…   

• page 128 - how do the different intervals make you feel (beginner) 
• page 132 - numbering an interval  (beginner +)  
• page 139 - Perfect and Major intervals (more advanced with scale 

knowledge) 

• Style:  this song is a nursery rhyme and though it could be played or sung with 
energy and speed it might also be used as a lullaby…  

• page 176 - for tempo with quiz on page 181  
• page 199 - for lullabies in both 3 and 4 time - for the more advanced student 

look at simple time in general and other key signatures that are simple    
The direction of the pitch of the notes in bars 1-4 mirrors taking in a gentle 

breath (two bars in ascending) then letting it out again (2 bars descending) - the 

repetition of this gentle even breathing would be calming and sleep inducing. 

• page 29 - for stave and bar  
• page 43 - pitch direction and look at the scored example above to see the 

pitch rising and falling          
• page 48 - quiz 



B.  Compositional Technique: 

• The notation is very simple - there are 6 pairs (find them and count them) of 
repeated pitch notes, all crotchets, and just 2 stand alone pitch notes which are the 
longer minims, and these longer notes end each phrase, allowing the singer to 
breathe in between the phrases and the listener to relax.  Discuss how it would feel 
if a piece of music finished with no composed (notational) slowing down - perhaps 
it would be a little surprising to the listener.  How else can we slow music down or 
speed it up (accelerando / rallentando).    

• pages 43, 44 & 45 - on pitch 
• page 48 - quiz 

• The whole song is very repetitive in the tune (bars 5 and 6 are identical in tune to 7 
and 8) and then the last 4 bars go back to the start and that again is very calming 
and reassuring. 

• The preponderance of falling phrases (four of the overall six) creates an 
atmosphere of restfulness.  Discuss - are all the phrase lengths the same?  What 
is a phrase?  Discussion on phrasing - where should the singer breathe - not after 
‘how I’ for sure - demonstrate breathing in odd places - relate this to an 
instrumental line or a song line in relevant piece to the student. 

• Note that in the B section the falling scale passages do not finish on the tonic like 
those in A - what effect does this have - the music does not feel finished - we know 
there is more to come.    

• page 78 - scale 
• page 80    - the degrees of the scale  
• pages 100 & 101 - for the technical names of the degrees of the scale 

• The more advanced student could appreciate that this is in ternary form (A B A) 
with each section having 4 bars in it.     

• Texture      
• page 28 - audio button - this has the tune played in varying ways.  Try these 

as you listen:  clap the beat, clap the beat while counting, clap just on the first 
beat of each bar, identify how many times it was played and what different 
textures were used: single line melody, decoration of tune with 
accompaniment, imitation - and at how many bars distance, full 
harmonisation with some rubato and dynamic additions plus some decoration 
at the end etc. etc.   



C. Musicianship: 

• The student could clap the rhythm as they sing the song, then clap the beat as 
they sing the correct rhythm - discuss 4 time, the more advanced student could 
count the beats aloud (1-2-3-4) whilst clapping the rhythm.    

• Sing the song and clap on beat 1 of each bar, or the more advanced student could 
try this on beat 2, 3 or 4 or even on the off-beats.  The possibilities are many.  If 
you are lucky enough to have two students in one house hold they could have 
hours of fun perfecting this and its variations - it’s also a great task for homework.    

• Say the correct letter name whilst pointing to each note, in order of appearance, 
first in free time, then maybe in strict time but slowly and increasing the tempo with 
confidence, and then possibly sing the letter names at pitch, again in free time and 
then in time.    

• pages 45 & 49 - revision of note names 
• pages 173 & 174 - being in time and out of time - the hopping kangaroo   

• Singing and playing in canon.  The student could start playing / singing and the 
teacher could join in at a distance of 1 or 2 bars (both would work).  Then when the 
student is confident, the teacher could start and the student follow.  With more 
people in attendance this could be done in more parts.  Note for remote lessons 
the teacher could send a short audio file and the student could interact with the file 
for the teacher to observe. 

• Development of listening skills and memory of a performance:  The teacher plays 
or sings the song in different ways asking related questions - loud or soft (forte / 
piano), detached or smooth (staccato / legato), quick or slow (allegro / adagio), in 
time or speeding up / slowing down (a tempo / accelerando / rallentando).   For the 
more advanced student the teacher could play or sing the song in Major then Minor 
(with the A and E being flattened)…and the more advanced student could use the 
Italian terms.     

• page 104 - discussion of ‘Minor’ both in technical (altered pitch on certain 
degrees of the scale) and emotional terms.      
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